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MEDIA RELEASE (10)
WOMEN’S TRIATHLON – SWEDEN/SWITZERLAND
THE SWEDISH NOC AND THE SWEDISH TRIATHLON FEDERATION REQUESTS THE
CAS TO ATTRIBUTE A GOLD MEDAL TO LISA NORDEN
London, 10 August 2012 – The ad hoc Division of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) has registered
an application filed by the Swedish NOC and the Swedish Triathlon Federation (STF) against the decision
of the International Triathlon Union (ITU) issued on 8 August 2012 rejecting an appeal from the Swedish
NOC requesting that Lisa Norden be ranked in the first place of the women’s triathlon event, ex-aequo
with Nicola Spirig (Switzerland).
By rejecting the appeal of the Swedish NOC, the ITU confirmed the ranking of this event, namely first
place and gold medal for Nicola Spirig and second place and silver medal for Lisa Norden. Both athletes
appear in the ranking with the same time (same second) but the medal positions were decided by the
photo-finish.
The Swedish NOC and the STF consider that the ITU did not comply with its own rules because it may
not have taken into account the position of the athletes’ torsos when establishing the medal positions.
They add that it is not possible to distinguish precisely on the photo-finish the position of Spirig’s torso,
which is slightly back from her belly and which is hidden by the torso of the Swedish athlete. For that
reason, the Swedish NOC and STF request that both athletes be ranked ex-aequo in first place and that a
second gold medal for this event be awarded to Lisa Norden.
A hearing will take place this evening in the offices of the CAS ad hoc Division in London. In addition to
the Swedish NOC, the STF and the ITU, Swiss Olympic, the IOC, LOCOG and the two athletes
concerned have been invited to attend the hearing. A final decision will be rendered by the CAS on
11 August 2012 before 12 noon, London time.

For further information related to the CAS activity and procedures in general, please contact Mr. Matthieu Reeb,
CAS Secretary General. Grosvenor House Hotel, Park Lane, London, W1K 7TN, United Kingdom. Tel: (44 207)
399 8354; fax: (44 207) 399 8454, or consult the CAS website: www.tas-cas.org

